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Maria Bonifacio’s Off to Nowhere? Not your usual travel blog



Maria Bonifacio is a staffwriter at The Weekender, the online Sunday magazine of The Philippine Daily News Network. Just back from a recent assignment chronicling the overseas Filipino worker experience in Europe, Maria is off again, this time to cover the three- month voyage of the RV Avelina, ship of the El Shaddai religious movement, leaving Manila Bay on 10 February 2028 in search of “Unang Barangay,” more popularly known to followers of the esoteric as the mythic continent of Nomedia.



1 10 January 2028 Tripping Out



The RV Avelina raises anchor in exactly one month, February 10, a date chosen specifically to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the time an angel supposedly
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appeared to Mariano Velarde, a real-estate agent and movie producer with a taste for the baccara tables, miraculously curing him of a heart ailment and, as the story goes, eventually leading to his founding of the El Shaddai religious movement.



After the death 10 years ago of Velarde, called “Brother Mike” by his followers, El Shaddai suffered a severe drop in membership, which at its peak was at an unofficial estimate of seven million. Under the barely five-year-old leadership of Ricardo Santoguillermo—following tradition, he is called “Brother Bobby”—El Shaddai is back on an upswing.



“In the midst of his regular Bible interpretations, he throws out a question: 100,000 voices answer. He asks the masses before him to jump, and 100,000 pairs of feet leave the ground. He tells the throng to reach for the heavens, and the ocean before him becomes a forest of outstretched arms and open hands.”



That was a 1996 Asiaweek article written by Jose Manuel Tesoro, describing Brother Mike, but it can very well be talking about the present-day El Shaddai leader.



Just five feet four inches tall and with a slight built, Brother Bobby has borrowed
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from Brother Mike the same showman techniques, during public appearances wearing polka-dotted bowties with jackets in colors that cannot be missed, neon green, metallic blue, and hot pink just some of the shades he prefers.



He also preaches the same gospel of prosperity. At the New Year’s Eve prayer rally at the reclaimed area beside Manila Bay, as smoke from the feast of 3,000 pigs roasting on spits wafted through the air, Brother Bobby exhorted the estimated crowd of 70,000: “Do you want the virtual-reality karaoke machine? Do you really want the virtual-reality karaoke machine? Then sing, my brothers and sisters, sing praises to the Lord at the top of your lungs and you will get your virtual-reality karaoke machine!”



But unlike Brother Mike who had a strong following among the poor but was largely snubbed by the country’s elite, Brother Bobby has some supporters amongst the country’s intelligentsia.



Since its founding, one of the El Shaddai group’s attractions is its use of features from Philippine folk Christianity. At St. John the Baptist Church in Quiapo, hawkers do brisk business with churchgoers, offering them such wares as amulets that protect against gunshots and herbal concoctions to bring back a lost love. Magical objects also
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figure prominently in the El Shaddai movement; look into the pocket of a member and you will almost surely find their signature scarf, a white square of fabric printed in red ink with all manner of symbols and prayers. It is supposed to guarantee protection from sickness and all sorts of evil.



Brother Bobby has taken things further, weaving together elements from folk Christianity and ancient local legends to convince his followers that they are a chosen people. He has fashioned a paradisiacal Philippine pre-history, 7,100 islands filled with courageous, intelligent, beautiful, and wealthy men and women who were descendants of that mythic continent described in the recent European publication Adynata. (Asked how such an outstanding race could have been so easily subdued by the four ships and 380 men headed by Miguel Lopez de Legaspi in 1565, Brother Bobby smiles beatifically and answers, “It was God’s will.”)



When RV Avelina pushes off, aside from Brother Mike and his choice followers, on board will also be the historian Antonio Guevarra and the politician Johnny Argoncillo. The two men consider themselves fierce nationalists, and are both taken by the El Shaddai’s ideas about Nomedia. It must be said here that Brother Bobby refuses to call the continent by the name Europeans have given it. He insists this
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continent is Unang Barangay , a Tagalog term which means “First Village.”



Other observers joining the crew on what promises to be an interesting voyage are myself, the novelist Amelia Ignacio, the artist Tony Ong, and the linguist Jose Madre de Leon.



2



13 January 2028 The Historian’s Reasons



“Why are you going on the RV Avelina ?” Said with a mixture of disbelief and amusement, this has for the past few months been the question most often asked of Antonio Guevarra. I have to agree with his interrogators: The respected historian is not somebody you’d expect to join a trip widely considered to be not much more than a religious fanatics’ junket. So last Thursday, over coffee in the study of his home in an Antipolo subdivision, I asked him the same thing.
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“Because of the wild girl of Champagne,” was how he responded. Enjoying what I assumed to be the very baffled look on my face, it was Guevarra’s turn to be amused. He actually gave a short laugh, before turning serious and telling me the rest of his story.



Much of what is known about the historical figure Doctor Maximo Viola has centered around his having published Jose Rizal’s Noli Me Tangere , and his travels in Europe with the national hero during the late 1800s. Guevarra has renewed interest in the doctor after getting hold of the journals the man kept during his travels and discovering that during his student days in Barcelona, Viola struck up a friendship with a descendant of Madame Hecquet, biographer of Memmie Le Blanc.



The so-called “Wild Girl of Champagne,” Memmie was a feral child found in September 1731 in the village of Songie, in the Champagne district of France. She was small, of undetermined age, anywhere from 10 to 18, dressed in rags and animals skins. They first took her to be black, but when put in the bath, paint washed off, revealing Memmie to be white. Where come from such a strange child? The villagers wondered, but no communication proved possible. The girl merely emitted sounds that, to the villagers, sounded nothing more than a series of shrieks and squeaks.
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Other observations: Memmie had enlarged fingers, which observers supposed came from her living in the wild and swinging from tree branches. She also ran with amazing speed, able to catch and kill rabbits, which she would then skin and eat raw.



What most interested Doctor Viola in this fascinating tale were the various artefacts found in the girl’s possession. There were a necklace, pendants, and a knife inscribed with strange characters. Madame Hecquet’s great grand nephew showed Doctor Viola a copy of the knife engravings, which the doctor then transcribed into his journals.



“This is why I am going on the Avelina ,” Guevarra said, handing me a sheet of paper printed with a few sinuous characters:



Guevarra swears on the authenticity of the Viola journals. Engraved on the knife of the wild child found three centuries ago in faraway France were characters from the alibata , the ancient writing system used in the Philippines that was systematically erased by the Spaniards when they began to colonize the islands in the sixteenth
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century.



“Memmie, with her malformed hands and her superhuman abilities, was she a child of this land called Nomedia? Did the Nomedians come to the Philippines before the Spaniards arrived, trading with our people and sharing a writing system that enabled them to exchange trade documents? Or are we, as Brother Bobby insists, actually descended from the inhabitants of Nomedia?” Guevarra took a sip of his coffee before continuing, “I’ve got some free time, a study grant, and I hear that Brother Bobby is going to have the best Chinese cook on board. There’s no reason not to go on this trip.”
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